
Sat 23 January

9.45am – 1.00pm

ENGAGING A 

MISSING 

GENERATION

A Rochdale Deanery event exploring 

Mission and Ministry among Young 

Adults (18-40 year olds)

At St Barnabas’ Church 

St Barnabas Drive, Shore, 

Littleborough, OL15 8EJ



9.45am Welcome and Introduction

10.00am The Generation Game 

What are today’s 18-40 year olds actually like?

10.30am Disconnected?

Why do young adults today find it difficult to 

engage with the church?

11.00am Coffee break

11.30am Ministry in a foreign land

How might we be able to engage well with young 

adults?

12.15pm Some ideas!

12.45pm Closing worship

1.00pm Finish
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Rochdale Deanery – 2011 –YA aged 18-24
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• Older people are more likely to belong to the Christian faith. 
Three quarters of 65 -74 year olds and 82% of over 75 year 
olds, compared with an average 53%. At the other end of the 
age spectrum only a third of 16-34 year olds are Christian, 
and among under 45 year olds the non-religious outnumber 
Christians.   Tearfund, “Churchgoing in the UK”, 2007

• Younger adults are more likely to have grown up with no  
experience of church and be closed to the possibility of 
attending, whereas older people are more likely to have 
experienced church at some point in their life and rejected 
it.



The opportunities…….

Where do you encounter Young Adults?

Where does your church encounter 
Young Adults?

Family
Schools
Toddler groups
Work
Foodbank
Community 
groups
Baptisms
Weddings
Funerals



The Generation Game……



A new generation……

The World War Generation – born 1901-24

• Understanding of the world shaped by two 
World Wars, separated by a period of 
economic depression and reconstruction

• Confident – saw advances in science, medicine 
and technology which improved life

• Conformist – young people joined movements 
(e.g Boy Scouts, Girl Guides); tradition 
patterns of social order preferred (e.g. 
marriage) 



A new generation……

The Builder Generation – born 1925-45

• Have much in common with parents, 
consolidated parents’ achievements and 
continued building after WWII

• Tended to have conservative tastes

• First ‘teenagers’ – with the development in 
the 1950s of youth music, fashion and 
entertainment.

• Post-war affluence meant that young people 
had more power than in previous generations

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Elvis_presley.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Elvis_presley.jpg


A new generation……

The Baby Boomer Generation – born 1946 - 63

• Named from the ‘baby boom’ after WWII

• Disillusioned with traditional institutions and 
authorities, looked for new ways of living

• Important values:  freedom, autonomy, liberal 
views

• Looking forward to a future of peace, love and 
prosperity without the constraints that society 
imposed on their parents

• First generation to be aware of a gap between 
them and their parents



A new generation……

Generation X – born 1964 - 81

• Grew up in economic recession where 
unemployment was a reality for many young 
people

• Lived with changes in society resulting from  
the consequences of their parents’ choices –
latchkey kids as divorce rate rose, spread of 
AIDS

• Pragmatic, rather than idealistic (as their  
parents often were)

• Growth in consumerism, awareness of the 
environment, New Age, globalism, tolerance, 
individualism as important beliefs



A new generation……

Generation Y (Millenials) – born 1982 onwards

• Technological generation –computers, 
emailing, texting and Internet taken for 
granted

• Globalised society – a smaller world

• Employment prospects less certain - more 
people stay on in education

• Self-reliant, confident, upbeat, tolerant 

• Strong value placed on family and friends

• In some core areas of life, quite traditional 
and conservative

• Less committed to institutions 

• Less contact with the church than any 
previous generation





A new generation……

Young Adults – Generations X (partly) and Y

• Have a fundamentally different outlook on the world to 
young adults in the past

• This is not just a “stage that young adults are going through” 
until they become like “us”

• Technology, ready access to global ideas and a focus on 
family and friends rather than institutions are often at the 
core of young adults’ lives



Disconnected?

• Why do young adults find it difficult to engage with the Church?



“Millions of young 
Christians are 
disconnecting from 
church as they 
transition into 
adulthood.  They’re real 
people, not just 
statistics.  And each 
one has a story to tell”



The Church is OVERPROTECTIVE

• It doesn’t provide space for 
creative expression

• Secular culture is viewed with 
suspicion



The Church is SHALLOW

• It’s boring! 

• Too many easy platitudes

• Doesn’t connect faith with 
people’s gifts, abilities, 
passions



The Church is ANTI-SCIENCE
The Church

• Faith and science seen to be 
incompatible

• Science welcomes questions 
and scepticism, while the 
church doesn’t 



The Church is REPRESSIVE

• Religious rules – particularly 
relating to sex – feel stifling



The Church is EXCLUSIVE

• Christianity’s claims to be 
exclusive are difficult to 
accept 



The Church is DOUBTLESS

• Doubt can’t be expressed





Ministry in a foreign land?

• How might we be able to engage well with young adults



The Church is OVERPROTECTIVE.....
The Church turns to become DISCERNING

• Asking serious questions 
about culture and looking to 
see where God is at work in 
the world today

• Enabling people to take risks

• Recognising the gifts of all



The Church is SHALLOW
The Church turns to offering APPRENTICESHIP

• Building relationships, not 
creating programmes!

• Valuing meaningful ritual

• Focussing on quality not 
quantity

• Helping people to explore the 
fine art of following Jesus.



The Church is ANTI-SCIENCE
The Church turns to offering STEWARDSHIP

• Helping Christians to live well 
in a science culture

• Nurturing and supporting 
science-minded Christians



The Church is REPRESSIVE
The Church turns to being RELATIONAL

• ‘This generation needs us to 
be honest about the fact that 
the Bible is not crystal clear 
on all matters of sexuality.  
Together we need to search it, 
test it, probe its essential 
meaning in its historical, 
cultural and literary context’



The Church is EXCLUSIVE
The Church turns to EMBRACING

• Rekindling our empathy for 
the ‘other’ rather than 
viewing those ‘outside’ with 
suspicion

• Taking on the nature of Christ 
to relate to those who are not 
believers

• Inviting all into the fellowship 
of the Church



The Church is DOUBTLESS
The Church turns to DOING

• Enabling doubts of all kinds to 
be honestly, openly and 
relationally explored

• Helping people to faithfully 
work through their doubts by 
doing acts of service with and 
for others.



Engaging with digital natives

“Please turn off your mobiles”



Mind the gap!

= ?



Some ideas!



Some resources!

yamrochdale.org.uk



Revd Jo Farnworth
Young Adults Missioner for Rochdale Archdeaconry

0161 330 4925
joannafarnworth@aol.com

yamrochdale.org.uk

mailto:joannafarnworth@aol.com

